StereoVision Gives Progress Update On Company and Subsidiaries
Las Vegas 02/03/20-(OTC Markets)Stereo Vision Entertainment, Inc. (OTC:SVSN) updated shareholders
today on the progress of the Company and its subsidiaries.
StereoVision continues to dedicate time and resources to our media projects and we believe upon
completion they will become a considerable added value to the shareholders, said StereoVisions CEO
Jack Honour, At the present time our primary focus is our entry into the Climate Change Mitigation
industry through our subsidiaries the climate change mitigation trendsetter for 10 years Climate Cure
Capital Corporation http://climatecurecapital.com and Eco Allies http://ecoallies.biz the company we
formed for our planned REIT listing for climate change mitigation businesses, including industrial hemp.
With Climate Cure we are actively generating planting opportunities with Floridas farming community
where our Paulownia trees thrive the best, Honour continued. We look to deploy many of our 5,000,000
seeds for our proprietary SuperGreenTrees there in our efforts to contribute to the reduction of methane
being released into the atmosphere and be poised to capitalize on the new surge of interest and financial
support for the planting of our Paulownia trees bringing another added value to our shareholders.
https://www.npr.org/2020/01/22/798644791/president-trump-climate-change-and-1-trillion-trees
While engaging the Florida farming community for the development of our farming plan for our Paulownia
trees, Eco Allies is surfacing opportunities with environmentally-focused companies for inclusion in Eco
Allies planned REIT filing, Honour added. Climate Cure and Eco Allies will be attending Earthx with
StereoVision Board of Directors member James Gaspards company BiocharNow. http://biocharnow.com.
We believe BioChar is the next gold rush and there is no better product to make biochar with, considering
soil mitigation and offset credits earning potential, than our Paulownia trees. With our Climate Change
Mitigation business we believe we are in a right place right time business opportunity.
Stereo Vision Entertainment, Inc. http://stereovision.com is a publicly-traded Nevada company
(OTC:SVSN) utilizing its award-winning team of industry professionals in the areas of 1) climate change
mitigation through its subsidiary, Climate Cure Capital Corporation http://climatecurecapital.com 2)
producing multi-media content for climate and company awareness by its wholly-owned subsidiary, the 9time Emmy Award-winning REZN8 http://rezn8.com. 3) exploiting Stereo Visions film assets, and 4) the
wholly-owned subsidiary Eco Allies, Inc. whose planned IPO to become a NYSE listed
REIT http://ecoallies.biz is to purchase land for farming hemp and Climate Cures proprietary HDFSuperGreenTrees in support of the Company’s climate change mitigation operations.
Safe Harbor Statement: Except for historical information certain statements in this news release may
contain forward-looking information within the meaning of Rule 175 under the Securities Act of 1933 and
Rule 3b-6 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and those statements are subject to the safe
harbor created by those rules. All statements, other than statements of fact, included in this release,
including, without limitation, statements regarding potential plans and objectives of the Company, are
forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. There can be no assurance such
statements will prove accurate and actual results and future events could differ materially from those
anticipated in such statements. The Company cautions these forward-looking statements are qualified by
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other factors. The Company undertakes no obligation to publicly update any statements in this release.
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